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VOR 2016 

Það er aldrei ætlunin að hanna stóra línu.  Okkar hugsun er frekar, minna 
er meira… 

Þegar við byrjuma að hanna nýja línu þá erum við yfirleitt með ákveðna 
hugmynd um það sem við viljum gera.  Oft á tíðum byggist það á því sem 

okkur vantar sjálf. 

Við yfirleitt erum á þeirri skoðun að það þarf enginn 18 mismumandi 
brjóstarhaldara eða 20 buxur sem að mestu leiti líta eins út nema fyrir 

einhver smáatriði hingað og þangað. 
Þess vegna er okkar lína ekki eins stór og hjá mörgum öðrum. 

Við þurfum ekki endilega að vera allt fyrir alla! 

Vorið 2016 stækkaði umfram það sem við ætluðum í upphafi. 
Línan er enn eflaust minni en hjá mörgum öðrum, en við bjóðum upp á 

allskins hluti sem við höfum ekki haft áður fyrr. 

Við höfum höfum skipt þessari línu í tvær grúppur og sínum þær bæði 
eftir litum og eftir efnum. 

Síðan er hver flík sýnd ein og sér með öllum upplýsingum. 

Okkar upprunulega hugmynd var geomatrísk form. 
Fyrsta flíkin sem við hönnuðum eru SHEro buxurnar hér við hliðina. 

Við fílum þær virkilega vel! 

Þegar upp er staðið, reynum við alltaf að búa til föt sem hægt er að ganga 
í hvar sem er við flest tækifæri og sem þú getur mixað við annað sem þú 

finnur inni í skáp há þér. 

Hvað þú síðan gerir í fötunum okkar er undir þér komið.  
Það var alltaf okkar upprunalega hugmynd þegar við stofnsettum Anjali  

fyrir tíu árum síðan. 

Við gerum föt til að lifa Yoga, hvað svo sem þitt Yoga er. 

Saprema 
Julissa & Kristinn



The Jai Crop Top 
AK-6898

The Jai Crop Top is  a light support bra that is a bit longer in proportion. 

Ideal as a paddle board top or if you just need a little extra coverage bra top. 

Color Block designs with lace mesh panel inset. 

Cool max liner, with openings for modesty cups 

Wide elastic at them hem to keep things in place. 

84% Recycled Polyester / 16% Spandex 

Technicolor Multi 
Wisteria Multi 

XS - S - M - L 



This versatile sports bra is designed to keep it in check while looking great doing it. 
Wear it under a layering piece or all by it self 

Color block design with shirring detail at the heart center. 

Light weight performance fabric, quick dry with anti microbial properties. 
Flat alloy ring at center back 

Cool max lining with removable bra cups 

The Viracity Bra

AK-6893

AK-6900

AK-6900 
Printed with Black Mesh insets 

Recycled Polyester 
Ghost Roses / Black Mesh 

Mirage / Black Mesh 

XS/32-33 - S/34-35 - M/36-37 - L/38.5-40 

AK-6893 
Color Block Design 

Wisteria Heather 
Ocean Heather 

(Made from non recycled materials) 

XS/32-33 - S/34-35 - M/36-37 - L/38.5-40 

AK-6893 
Color Block Design 

Marble Multi  
(Made from non recycled materials) 

XS/32-33 - S/34-35 - M/36-37 - L/38.5-40 

AK-6893 
Color Block Design 
Recycled Polyester 

Technicolor 

XS/32-33 - S/34-35 - M/36-37 - L/38.5-40 



The sHERO Capri Pant 
AK-6896

Designed for those who want something other than a basic pant!  

Quite complicated to make yet so worth it due to its awesome look, the sHero 
Capri is equally at home during a sweaty practice or sweet lunch afterwards. 

With a 22” inseam, these capri pant hit you just below the calf,  
an ideal all year length. 

Available in two versions, 

Technicolor Multi 
Recycled Plastic Bottles & Spandex 

Quick Dry & Anti Microbial 

Marble Multi 
Made from Technical Polyester & Spandex 

Quick Dry & Anti Microbial 

XS - S - M - L 

The Arya Crop Leggings 
AK-6838

The Arya Leggings are calf length, with a higher waist and made from  
premium quality Recycled Plastic Bottles & Spandex. 

Our exclusive prints are specifically engineered to ensure ideal proportion and 
placement, 

with maximum color saturation 

Soft touch with Max Dry technology and with antimicrobial properties to reduce 
odor,  

these leggings are ideal for Hot Yoga or any sweaty activity, yet look so good  
with your favorite sandals. 

Flat lock no chafe seams and half gusset gusset for ideal movement. 
22” Inseam on Medium 

Ombre Paisley - Labyrinth  

XS - S - M - L 



The Ferocity Leggings 
AK-6838

Our best selling Leggings are made from Recycled plastic bottles with some 
serious dose of Spandex for optimum mobility. 

Utilizing Max Dry technology and with antimicrobial properties to reduce odor, 
these leggings are ideal for Hot Yoga 

Flat lock no chafe seams and a gusset for ideal movement.

We design our prints to merge equally well with a fierce yoga practice, a run  up 
a mountain or to a dinner party paired with some serious bling and pair of 

stilettos! 

Ghost Roses - Monet - Paisley - Mirage - Cosmic Plaid - Firenze 

XS - S - M - L 

Ghost Roses Monet Paisley Mirage Cosmic Plaid Firenze



The High Waisted Ferocity Leggings 
AK-6911

The High Waisted Ferocity Leggings have a higher rise and a 
wider Waist Band to give added support. 

Featuring a wider elastic which keeps everything in place and 
reduces the dreaded muffin top situation. 

The slightly thicker fabric gives the feeling of total support 
whatever the occasion. 

Utilizing Max Dry technology and with antimicrobial properties 
to reduce odor, these leggings are ideal for Hot Yoga 

Flat lock no chafe seams and a gusset for ideal movement.r to 
a dinner party paired with some serious bling  

and pair of stilettos! 

Static - Wisteria Python - Cobalt Python 

XS - S - M - L 

Vira Capri Pant 
AK-6897

A slim calf length pant, cut to create a flattering fit while maintaining the 
agility of a performance oriented practice pant. 

The higher waistline is designed to give full support and to help 
minimize a muffin top situation. 

Flat Lock no Chafe seams with a half gusset for optimal fit and comfort 
22” Inseam on Medium 

Made from our light weight breathable Eco jersey which is a bend of 
RecycledPlastic Bottles and Spandex. 

Quick Dry & Wicking with Anti Microbial properties. 
84% Recycled Polyester / 16% Spandex 

Twilight / Black 
Baroque / Black 

XS - S - M - L 



The Float Leggings 
AK-6896

Incredibly soft and delicious, these leggings may become your “go to” pant for 
the season.   

Cut a little longer than your average legging, so you can either scrunch up the 
lower portion or slip them over the heel. 

Made from our butter soft brushed jersey, this style is designed for all your 
needs, whether it is handstand or happy hour! 

89% Polyester & 11% Spandex 

Wisteria Heather / Charcoal 
Ocean Heather  / Charcoal 

XS - S - M - L 

The Vira Capri Pant 
AK-6897

A slim calf length pant, cut to create a flattering fit while maintaining the agility of a 
performance oriented practice pant. 

The higher waistline is designed to give full support and to help prevent a muffin 
top situation. 

Flat Lock no Chafe seams with a half gusset for optimal fit and comfort 
89% Polyester & 11% Spandex 

Wisteria Heather / Charcoal 
Ocean Heather  / Charcoal 

XS - S - M - L 



The Maha Top 
AK-6915

Our slightly over sized tank top is meant to go places. 

Dramatic with a low cut back that has a lace up detail, its the top that’s almost 
a dress and takes you just about anywhere you’d want to be. 

Made from a super soft blend of Bamboo, Organic Cotton & Spandex, it feels 
good while it does good. 

Aqua - Rose 

S - M - L 



The Obi Pant 
AK-6918

Sometimes a fuller pant is needed. 

Our new Obi Harem pant may be just the thing. 
Full comfortable thigh that slims down to the calf so as to 

still maintain a elongated look. 

Wide elastic waistband with adjustable drawstring allows 
you to control exactly where you like the pant to sit. 

Inseam on medium is equivalent to 21” 
Available in two fabrics, 

56% Bamboo, 38% Organic Cotton & 6% Spandex 
Marble 

XS - S - M - L 





Lifestyle Layering 
Our Light weight layering pieces are Ideal to wear over a sports bra or practice tank and are an essential part of your work out gear or just to wear with your favorite jeans. 

Designed to add some color and whimsy into any wardrobe, you want to have quite a few.



Lifestyle Layering 
Our Light weight layering pieces are Ideal to wear over a sports bra or practice tank and are an essential part of your work out gear or just to wear with your favorite jeans. 

Designed to add some color and whimsy into any wardrobe, you want to have quite a few.

AK-6923 
Love Lives Here Tee 

Light weight jersey with an open back design 
Ideal to wear with your favorite sports bra 

Say it loud,  Love  Lives Here! 
Marble 

S - M - L 

AK-6924 
Crystaline Muscle Tank 

Light weight jersey with extra low armholes  
& ideal to layer over the Viracity Bra 

Abstract sacred geometry designs at the heart center 
Mint 

White 
S - M - L 

AK-6925 
Hamsa Flow Top 

Our loose & flowy top is ideal to wear over the Viracity 
Bra and is equally  

cool during practice or to wear with your favorite jeans 
A colorful Hamsa design on the heart center 

Marble Multi 
S - M - L 

AK-6884 
The Breathe Dip Dye Tank 

Made from feather light Cotton & Polyester  
Burnout fabric 

Soft and comfortable tank that breathes well and is  
ideal for practice or just hanging. 

Aqua 
S - M - L 

AK-6853 
Ganesh Burnout  Tank 

Light weight Cotton & Polyester burnout 
Ideal for layering over The Viracity Bra 

Wisteria / Black 
Ocean / Black 

S-M-L 

AK-6887 
The Ohm Tank 

Made from feather light Cotton & Polyester Burnout fabric 
Featuring an oversized distressed ohm symbol. 

Soft and comfortable tank that breathes well and is ideal 
for practice or just hanging. 

White 
S - M - L 



Lifestyle Layering 
Our Light weight layering pieces are Ideal to wear over a sports bra or practice tank and are an essential part of your work out gear or just to wear with your favorite jeans. 

Designed to add some color and whimsy into any wardrobe, you want to have quite a few.

AK-6912 
Om Love Flow Top 

Light weight Viscose & Polyester 
Ideal for layering over The Viracity Bra 

Charcoal Heather 
Wisteria Heather 

S-M-L 

AK-6926 
Infinite Muscle Tank 

Twisted Polyester & Cotton Jersey 
Low Armhole - Ideal to wear with the Viracity Bra 

Charcoal Heather 
S-M-L 

AK-6550 
Ohm Burnout Tee 

Light weight and airy fabric 
Silver studded ohm symbol at the heart center 

Ideal to layer over a bra or a practice tank 
Black 
White 
S-M-L 

AK-6890 
The Ohm Burnout Hoodie 

Made from feather light Cotton & Polyester  
Burnout fabric 

Featuring an oversized distressed ohm symbol. 
Soft and comfortable tank that breathes well and is ideal 

for practice or just hanging. 
White 

S - M - L 



MENN

• Anjali Menn byggist á fatnaði sem er vandaður 
þægilegur og virkar vel við misjafnar aðstæður.

• Við veljum efni sem eru þægileg og vingjarnleg 
við náttúruna þegar hægt er.

• Hvort sem ætluninn er að svitna í Jóga eða 
Cross Fit, rölta upp í Heiðmörk eða bara taka 
því rólega, þá gerum við föt við hæfi.   Við 
jafnvel búm til föt sem þú gætir mögulega mætt 
í vinnuna í!



AN-1083 
The Practice Top 

Bamboo, Organic Cotton & Spandex 
Long and slim silhouette minimizes the 

ride up effect during practice 
Soot / Black 

S - L - XL 
Black 

S - M - L - XL 
$22.00

AN-1083 
The Balance Tank 

Polyester, Cotton & Rayon 
Long and straight fit silhouette 

Balance Print on the front. 
Blue Heather 

Grey Heather / Black 
S - M - L - XL 

$19.50

AN-1020 
Nataraj Tee 

Cotton, Polyester & Rayon 
Light weight and breathable 

fabric, perfect for practice, hike 
or anywhere you’d like to be 

Charcoal 
 S - M - L - XL 

$19.50

AN-1020 
Om Love Tee 

Cotton & Polyester  
Light weight and breathable 

fabric, perfect for practice, hike 
or anywhere you’d like to be 

Red Wash 
Grey Wash 

 S - M - L - XL 
$19.50

AN-1021 
Mendhi Ohm Tee 

Premium Organic Pima Cotton 
Light weight and extra soft  

Teak w/ Pale Azure 
Coal w/ Light Grey 

 S - M - L - XL 
$19.50

AN-1049 
The Evolution Tee 
Eco Responsible 

 Organic Cotton & Recycled Polyester 
Charcoal W/ Henna 

 S - M -L- XL 
$19.50

AN-1016 
The Ohm Burnout Tee 

Cotton & Polyester  
The perfect Practice Tee 

Light weight & airy 
Slate Blue 

Asphalt 
Black 

 S - M - L - XL 
$21.00

AN-1067 
The Ganesh Tee 

Cotton & Polyester 
Burnout 

The perfect Practice Tee 
Light weight & airy 

Asphalt 
S - M - L - XL 

$21.00

AN-1073 
Ride the Waves Tee 
Cotton & Polyester 

Burnout 
The perfect Layering piece 

Light Weight and Airy 
Asphalt & Black 

 S - M - L - XL 
$25.00

AN-1000R 
The City Short 

Soy & Organic Cotton Jersey 
Super comfortable and light weight fabric. 

Coined nature’s Cashmere 
This will make you feel good while doing good. 

Black - Java - Ash - Midnight 
S-M-L-XL 

$29.50

AN-1084 
The City Yoga Short / Recycled Polyester & Spandex 

Feel good, do good! 
Designed to wick moisture away from the skin and quickly dry, even 

under the sweatiest of activity. 
Quick Dry technology and Antimicrobial properties to reduce odor 

Camouflage - Micro stripe 
S-M-L 
$34.50

AN-1045 
The Viracity Short 

Quick Drying Micro Stretch 
A fabric engineered for sweaty activity.   

Outstanding for any active Lifestyle 
Will not, stretch, shrink, or fade 

Black S-M Ash S-M-L 
$32.50

AVAILABLE IN MARCH 
The GoTo Pant 

Designed to be your everyday go to pant. 
Available in 3 different fabrics, for virtually any occasion. 

Elastic waist band with adjustable draw string, pockets on front and 
back yoke for a flattering fit.  Tapered leg for a sleeker look. 

AN-1076 - Recycled Polyester & Spandex in Black 
AN-1075 - In Heather Micropoly & Spandex in Charcoal 
AN-1077 - Bamboo, Organic Cotton & Spandex in Black 

S-M-L 
$34.50

Men’s Line Guide by Fabric



AN-1083 
The Practice Top 

Bamboo, Organic Cotton & 
Spandex 

Long and slim silhouette 
minimizes the ride up effect 

during practice 

Soot / Black 
Black 

S - M - L - XL 

Practice Tanks 
Made from sustainable and Organic materials. 

These tops are designed for practice or physical activity in mind.  Long and slim fit allows for ease of movement

AN-1083 
The Balance Tank 

Polyester, Cotton & Rayon 
Long and straight fit 

silhouette 
Balance Print on the front. 

Blue Heather 
Grey Heather / Black 

S - M - L - XL 



AN-1020 
Nataraj Tee 

Cotton, Polyester & 
Rayon 

Light weight and 
breathable fabric, perfect 

for practice, hike or 
anywhere you’d like to be 

Charcoal 
 S - M - L - XL 

AN-1020 
Om Love Tee 

Cotton & Polyester  
Light weight and 
breathable fabric, 

perfect for practice, 
hike or anywhere you’d 

like to be 

Red Wash 
Grey Wash 

 S - M - L - XL 



AN-1021 
Mendhi Ohm Tee 

Premium Organic Pima 
Cotton 

Light weight and extra 
soft  

Teak w/ Pale Azure 
Coal w/ Light Grey 

 S - M - L - XL 

AN-1049 
The Evolution Tee 
Eco Responsible 

 Organic Cotton & Recycled 
Polyester 

Charcoal W/ Henna 

 S - M -L- XL 

Eco Tees 
Perfect fit tees made from sustainable and Organic materials. 



AN-1016 
The Ohm Burnout Tee 

Cotton & Polyester  
The perfect Practice Tee 

Light weight & airy 

Slate Blue 
Asphalt 
Black 

 S - M - L - XL 

AN-1067 
The Ganesh Tee 

Cotton & Polyester 
Burnout 

The perfect Practice Tee 
Light weight & airy 

Asphalt 

 S - M - L - XL 

AN-1073 
Ride the Waves Tee 
Cotton & Polyester 

Burnout 
The perfect Layering piece 

Light Weight and Airy 

Asphalt & Black 

 S - M - L - XL 

Burn Out Tees 
Perfect fit tees, made from light weight Cotton & Polyester Burn Out Fabric. 

Excellent practice tees as the fbric  



AN-1000R 
The City Short 

Soy & Organic Cotton Jersey 
Super comfortable and light 

weight fabric. 
Coined nature’s Cashmere 

This will make you feel good 
while doing good. 

Black 
Java 
Ash 

Midnight 

S-M-L-XL 
Made in the USA

AN-1084 
The Vida Short 

Feel good, do good! 
Made from Recycled Polyester & 

Spandex 
Designed to wick moisture away from the 

skin and quickly dry, even under the 
sweatiest of activity. 

Quick Dry technology and Antimicrobial 
properties to reduce odor build up 

Camouflage 
Micro stripe 
S-M-L-XL 

Made in the USA

The City Shorts 
The ideal short designed for all the physical activity you might be into. 

Pockets on front with a back yoke for optimal and flattering fit.   Elastic and adjustable dew string at the waist 
Size medium has an 10” inseam



AN-1045 
The Viracity Short 

Quick Drying Micro Stretch 
A fabric engineered for sweaty 

activity.   

Outstanding for practice and look 
great when leaving the studio. 
Will not, stretch, shrink, or fade 

Black 
Ash 

S-M-L 
Made in the USA

The Viracity Shorts 
Ideal practice short with a built in liner to keep everything in its proper place. 

Zip up pocket on front to store valuables. 
Back yoke for optimal and flattering fit.   Elastic and adjustable dew string at the waist 

Size medium has an 10” inseam



AN-1076 
The Go To Pant  

Recycled Polyester, 
from plastic bottles & 

Spandex 

Black 

S-M-L 
Made in the USA

AN-1075 
The Go To Pant  

Polyester & Spandex 
Performance Jersey  

Charcoal Heather 

S-M-L 
Made in the USA

AN-1077 
The Go To Pant  

Bamboo, Organic Cotton  
& Spandex 

Black 

S-M-L 
Made in the USA

The GoTo Pant 
Designed to be your everyday go to pant regardless of where you are going. 

Available in 3 different fabrics, for virtually any occasion. 
Elastic waist band with adjustable draw string, pockets on front and back yoke for a flattering fit.  Tapered leg for a 

sleeker look.



WOMEN’S US SIZES
ALPHA SIZES XS S M L

NUMERIC SIZES 0 - 2 4 - 6 8 - 10 12 - 14

CHEST 32 - 33 34 - 35 36 - 37 38 - 39

SLEEVE LENGTH 31 - 32 32 32 - 33 33 - 34

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE RELAXED 23.5 - 24.5 25.5 - 26.5 27.5 - 28.5 29.5 - 30.5

LOW WAIST 27 - 28 29 - 30 31 - 32 33 - 34

HIPS 34 - 35 36 - 37 38 - 39 41 - 42

LONG INSEAM 31 - 32 32.5 32.5 32.5

CROPPED INSEAM 21 - 25 21 -25 21 -25 21 -25

MEN’S US SIZES
ALPHA SIZES S M L XL

CHEST 35 - 37 38 - 40 41 - 43 44 - 46

SLEEVE LENGTH 33 34 35 36

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE RELAXED 30 32 34 36

 LONG INSEAM 32 34 34 34

Fit Guidelines
• To measure your inseam, take your shoes off and measure from your crotch to the floor,     along the inside of 

your leg.
• The majority of our garments are pre-shrunk to ensure a quality first time fit.
• Depending on your height, pants may need to be hemmed. Be sure to wear the shoes you would normally 

wear while pinning the pants.  Most of our customers prefer their pants to be hemmed a bit longer for a more 
comfortable relaxed style.

• If fit too tightly, fabrics with spandex woven in may have an underlying sheen that reflects light.  The fit should 
normally be a bit snug but not restrictive in movement.



About Anjali 
We first started talking about a yoga inspired clothing line shortly after our first Yoga class in 2000. We were both designers at large companies in New York and 

were doing really well in our careers. Yoga though, captured our hearts and it was a conversation we had for six years until we finally made it a reality. 

We talked about the company we envisioned; We wanted a place where we could be creative and where we could have fun;  
We wanted to make our clothes in the US. 

We wanted to be ethical in our business and to be environmentally and socially responsible. 
We wanted to be about people and work with like minded individuals that we 

like and respect.  After all,  
“you are the company you keep, so keep good company” 

We still run our business that way! Even though we have expanded our distribution from a single Yoga studio in New Jersey  
to hundreds of stores across the US and around the world. 

We make the clothes we are looking for. They are not necessarily meant for a single end use but rather a piece of clothing  
that you can take from a Yoga Class to lunch, or from a hike to pretty much any activity you are in the mood for. 

Our own wardrobe these days, is made up of items that always seem perfectly appropriate no matter what we are up to. That is our vision for Anjali. 

We select fabrics that feel good against the skin and are in alignment with a life style vision of what we strive to cultivate in our Yoga practice.  
We design artwork that reminds us, and all that see it, of the inherent beauty and goodness that resides in each and every one of us. 

Anjali is a family company committed to providing the best service possible. 
We absolutely guarantee the quality of our clothes which are sweat shop free and are primarily made by us in the New York City area and Los Angeles,  

or in fair trade facilities by our partners. 

We invite you to browse through our Look Book and get to know us.  
We are committed to servicing our customers with the same dedication that we approach our yoga practice. 

We hope that you will love our clothes and that they enhance and contribute to you loving your Yoga practice and life. 
With Great Love 

Saprema 
Kristinn & Julissa 

Anjali 
380 Essex Avenue 

Bloomfield NJ. 07003 
973 259 0794 

www.anjaliclothing.com 
wholesale@anjaliclothing.com 



First time customers must pay by Credit Card.  

We will not accept cancellations on ASAP or As Ready orders. Refused orders and late 
cancellations will be charged 20% restocking fee in addition to all shipping and handling 
charges. 

Pre-Orders are encouraged so as to ensure availably of your selection. 
Upon closing of the seasonal pre-order window, we will send you a confirmation of your 
order.    At that time we require a 20% deposit toward your final cost. 
Should you choose to cancel the order after the closing date, it will be considered a late 
cancellation and the 20% restocking fee will apply. 

Orders received after the closing of the pre-order window are considered as ready orders and 
require a 20% deposit to hold your merchandize. 

We do not accept returns on wholesale merchandise except in case of defects.  All claims of 
defects or shortages must be made within 10 days of receipt. Returns without RA# will 
be refused. We will pay freight charges on returned,defective items and replace them or 
credit your account. 

All orders subject to availability and credit approval. 

All merchandise is shipped at customer’s expense. 

FOB Bloomfield New Jersey

Terms & Conditions


